Cargo Cabinet shown in the Chevy Tahoe

ORGANIZATION AND STORAGE

CARGO CABINETS

CARGO CABINETS
Secure your belongings with our easy to install Cargo Cabinets. Made from sturdy, durable
materials that stand up to the rigorous demands of the job. This heavy-duty storage solution
allows officers to safely conceal their weapons, paperwork and gear while on duty. For
maximum officer safety, all gun racks are equipped with locks and momentary switches.
Choose from two spacious designs depending on the size of your SUV.

Cargo Cabinets Features
» Profile dimensions: 29″ high x 48″ wide
Horizontal Gun Rack Configuration
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x 30″ deep
Horizontal or Vertical Gun Rack Mounts available
The cabinet top is finished in Lonseal® Liner
ABS Overlay on Cabinet Sides
Contoured PVC Bumpers
Impact resistant HDP Composite Panel
Oversized storage bins
File drawers accommodate standard letter
sized files
Currently available for the Chevy Tahoe

Secure Weapon Storage
» Choose vertical or horizontal mount gun racks
» Gun racks are equipped with locks and
momentary switches, choose from handcuff
or vending style key override locks

Sturdy Construction
» MDO plywood structure - combines the sturdy
»
»
»
»

Shown with Vertical Gun Rack in the Chevy Tahoe

characteristics of plywood with the addition
of resin outer layers that resist moisture
PVC Bumper Strips - flexible material forms
to the contour of cabinet edges that won’t
fade or peel away
ABS overlay offers an easy to clean surface
Lonseal® lined - gun rack areas are lined
with easy to clean, vinyl that is also an
effectively, tacky surface
Large, easy access storage bins - designed
for oversized duty gear

Vertical Gun Rack Configuration
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